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Abstract: During nanoindentation tests, the load-displacement curve is used for estimating mechanical properties, while an indent image obtained through atomic force microscopy (AFM) is used for studying deformation of a material. We present a computational platform for developing artificial intelligence-based models for predicting indentation depth (load-displacement curve) and AFM image as a function of test parameters like maximum applied load, loading rate, and holding time. A user can directly use machine generated data in text (.txt) and hierarchical data format (HDF, hdf) format for developing the AI-based models for indentation depth and AFM image, respectively. The software was tested on three different coatings/materials for indentation depth: heat-treated (HT) sample of cold sprayed aluminum-based bulk metallic glass (Al-BMG) coating, carbon nanotube reinforced aluminum composite (Al-5CNT) coating, and spark-plasma-sintered hydroxyapatite (SPS HA) sample. For AFM imaging, a heat-treated (HT) sample of cold sprayed aluminum-based bulk metallic glass (Al-BMG) coating was considered. Correlation or $R^2$-values are close to 1 for all the models developed in this work. Predicted load-displacement curve and AFM image are in good agreement with the experimental findings. Our approach will be helpful in virtual simulation of load-displacement curves and AFM indent images for a large number of new test parameters, thus significantly reducing the number of indents needed for characterizing/analyzing a material.
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1. Introduction

Nanoindentation is widely used for determining mechanical properties of materials by analyzing the load-displacement curve [1,2], while atomic force microscopy (AFM) is an essential tool for analyzing the deformation of material during indentation [3,4]. In order to perform experiments on a new material, an experimentalist relies on their experience or refers to the literature on tests performed on similar systems, and accordingly designs their approach regarding applied load and holding time for similar systems [5–7]. This approach utilizes the expertise of an experienced experimentalist to come up with a set of test conditions. In cases where the expert thinks that more tests are needed, new nanoindentation test parameters are defined for another battery of iterative tests [6,7]. From the experiments and testing, a user needs load-displacement curves to study the material response and to estimate mechanical properties while they also check the indent image to study the deformation behavior [1,2,4]. An indenter tip can hit an uneven area or edges, the surface of the coating can fracture, or a load-displacement curve is not as per the expectation of the user [4,8]. In such cases, imaging helps the experimentalist in choosing the correct set of locations for experiments [4,8]. At present, this is the conventional approach and has been time tested and widely used by research groups around the world.
Figure 1 provides a schematic view of nanoindentation experiment and AFM imaging. A nanoindentation test and load-displacement curve generation is shown in Figure 1a. AFM imaging and generation of topographic and gradient image is shown in Figure 1b. There exists an interaction force between the AFM tip and the sample surface when the tip is close to the surface. During AFM imaging, this interaction force can be estimated. The AFM tip is attached at the end of a cantilever and this cantilever is moved parallel to the surface in order estimate the surface profile. Though the cantilever moves along the x-y direction, the system assigns “FORWARD” and “REVERSE” terminology based on the starting point from where the cantilever starts moving. A laser system tracks the movement of the cantilever and this laser detection system is capable of estimating the interaction force between the AFM tip and the surface. During AFM imaging, surface roughness affects the interaction force between the AFM tip and the surface. For the AFM system, a sensor setpoint is defined in the beginning. A laser detection system compares the measured signal with the sensor setpoint and when it detects a change, it resets the distance between the AFM tip and the surface in z-direction. The difference between the measured signal and the sensor setpoint is known as “error signal”. This error signal is assigned a zero value by changing the distance between the AFM tip and the surface. Thus, AFM imaging records two types of signal, (1) z-correction and (2) error signal. AFM imaging provides with two types of surface profile or image, namely “TOPOGRAPHY” and “GRADIENT”, where topography is the z-correction, while gradient is the error signal [8].

1.1. Modeling and Simulations: Current State of the Art

Nanoindentation tests have been simulated in the past under the framework of finite element approach (FEA) and molecular dynamics (MD) approach, but both the approaches are computationally expensive, and a user may need supercomputer access [9–14]. Since 2011, the USA government has invested significant resources in the integrated computational materials engineering (ICME) approach as part of the Materials Genome Initiative (MGI). The MGI/ICME approach motivates professionals from academia, research labs, and industries to collaborate and focus on implementing computational tools in their work, in order to reduce the time between discovery and deployment of new materials [15]. Data generated from nanoindentation tests and FEA simulations have been analyzed through machine learning algorithms [16–19].
1.2. Challenges: Experiments, Modeling, and Simulations

One of the challenges with the conventional approach is that experiments are time-consuming and expensive, thus random experiments can be misleading and may cost a fortune, while simulation software may need either expensive license or supercomputer access or both. These limitations provide a congenial as well as challenging opportunity for data scientists to utilize their expertise and develop predictive models that can capture the complex correlations between various parameters an experimentalist varies during a nanoindentation test and results from a nanoindentation test.

Researchers at Ansys [20] and Bruker [21,22] have demonstrated the scope of utilizing data science algorithms for analyzing nanoindentation data, including data generated through atomic force microscopy. Researchers are proposing approaches which will be helpful in decreasing number of experiments required for analyzing a material or a coating [22,23]. Nanoindentation experiments and AFM mapping can be expensive and time-consuming [22]. Thus, any improvement in minimizing the number of experiments required for analyzing a material/coating will be helpful in serving the goal of the ICME/MGI initiative, which is decreasing the time period between the discovery of a new material and its deployment.

1.2.1. Proposed Computational Platform/Software

This motivated us to make an attempt to develop a computational framework that will include modules for developing models for predicting nanoindentation test results for new test condition. AI-based models will be capable of predicting indentation depth/load-displacement curve and AFM indent image. These models can be used as a screening tool prior to performing experiments. Thus, our approach has the potential to minimize the number of experiments required in analyzing/characterizing a coating/material. Our past experimental research on nanoindentation [24–28] has been coupled with our expertise in application of several concepts of artificial intelligence (AI) on data obtained from experiments and calculation of phase diagram (CALPHAD) approach [29,30] in framing our problem while developing this software (GUI/APP). GUI stands for graphical user interface. In MATLAB 2019 [31], the GUI is also referred to as APP.

1.2.2. Problem Formulation for Software Development

We have formulated our problem as follows:
• Software (GUI/APP) has independent modules for developing predictive models for indentation depth/load displacement curve and AFM indent image.
• Software (GUI/APP) can predict the outcomes of a nanoindentation test for new test conditions in form of indentation depth (load-displacement curve) and indent image (AFM).
• Software (GUI/APP) can be used on a regular desktop and laptop, thus avoiding significant investments in purchasing new computers.
• Computation time must be reasonable. We defined an upper limit of one hour for model development and prediction of nanoindentation test results for new test conditions.
• Develop a version of software that can be used for free.
• Software (GUI/APP) must have options for users who are experimentalists with limited exposure to AI algorithms, and also for users who are expert in AI.
• Provision for plotting load-displacement curve and AFM image from machine generated files in text and HDF format [32] respectively without pre-processing or even opening these files.

1.2.3. Software Testing: Case Studies

Thus, we present a software (GUI/APP) that will enable experimentalists to utilize the data from actual experiments and use our software for predicting indentation “depth” simultaneously plotting a load-displacement curve along with the AFM indent image.
through our platform for new test conditions. Our approach utilizes raw data files generated by the machine in text (.txt) and hierarchical data format (HDF5 (.hdf) files [33]. All of our software/model predictions are experimentally verified. For “depth” prediction, we tested our approach on: (1) cold sprayed aluminum-based bulk metallic glass (Al-BMG) coating: heat treated (HT) samples [26,27], (2) carbon nanotube reinforced aluminum composite (Al-5CNT) coating [24,25], and (3) spark-plasma-sintered hydroxyapatite (SPS HA) samples [28]. For AFM image, we chose (1) cold sprayed aluminum-based bulk metallic glass (Al-BMG) coating: heat treated (HT) samples [26,27]. After carefully analyzing the experimental and predicted results and from their own expertise in performing nano-indentation experiments, an experimentalist can significantly reduce the number of experiments performed by them by using our platform. This software (GUI/App) was developed in MATLAB programming language [31,33]. It can be used as a MATLAB APP for MATLAB users on any operating system. We have also prepared a standalone (free) software for Windows operating system for users without a MATLAB license.

1.3. Main Objective and Outcomes

The main objective of this work is to minimize the number of nanoindentation experiments to be performed while characterizing a coating/material. Through this software, machine generated raw data from a limited number of experiments can be utilized for developing AI-based models for indentation depth and AFM image. These models can then be used as a predictive tool for simulating experimental results generated by the machine for new test conditions. Correlation or regression (R-value) for the developed models are close to 1, and AI-based model predictions are in good agreement with the experimental findings. Through this work, we have demonstrated that even 9 nanoindentation experiments are sufficient for developing accurate AI-based models for indentation depth, while 18 sets of AFM image data provided with models can accurately predict the AFM image for new test conditions.

Novelty

This is the first work of its kind in which a user can predict AFM image. AFM image has been used by researchers and correlated with experiments [20–22]. However, in this work, a user can predict an AFM image as a function of new test conditions/parameters, which is a novelty.

Regarding indentation depth, we have demonstrated that the randomness of experimental test conditions is helpful in developing accurate AI-based models from data from a limited number of experiments.

This software is not dependent on the type of material. It utilizes actual experimental data for developing AI-based models. Data can be of any material. Model development and testing of new experimental parameters can be done within an hour. Thus, a user can perform a predefined set of experiments and then analyze this data through our platform, simulate a few virtual experiments, and then decide if they want to perform new experiment. All this can be done in an hour.

2. Materials and Methods

In this work, we utilized data obtained from experiments performed by our group, which are also part of previously published papers [24–28]. This software uses raw data from the nano-indenter machine.

2.1. Machine Generated Data

Nanoindentation machine generates data corresponding to indentation depth and stores it in text (.txt) file format, while imaging data is stored in HDF5 (.hdf) file format.
2.1.1. Indentation Depth Data in Text (.txt) Format

Raw data in text (.txt) files contain information on “indentation depth”, “load”, and “time” data for each indent. For each indent, there can be a set of parameters like maximum load (µN), loading rate (µN/s), or time taken to reach maximum load(s) for experiments where a user sticks with a constant loading rate for several indents at a time.

2.1.2. AFM Image Data in HDF (.hdf) Format

Raw data for AFM indent image is stored in HDF5 (.hdf) file format. Imaging can be performed in either FORWARD or REVERSE direction or both [34]. For a case when imaging was performed in both FORWARD and REVERSE, system generates a (.BMP) file and stores data in four HDF [32,34] files with notation GF, GR, TF, and TR. GF stands for gradient forward, TF stands for topography forward, GR stands for gradient reverse, and TR stands for topography reverse [34]. Topography and gradient modes have been explained in detail in Section 1: Introduction [8].

HDF stands for hierarchical data format and is used for storing extremely large amounts of data in an organized way so that it can be interpreted by a wide range of commercial as well as non-commercial software platforms like MATLAB, Java, Scilab, Octave, R, Python, and Mathematica [32]. HDF suite is a product that came out of work initiated in 1987 by Graphics Foundations Task Force (GFTF) at the National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA), at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, Illinois. Currently, it is supported by The HDF Group, which is a non-profit corporation [32].

2.2. Case Studies

Case studies were prepared to test the prediction capability of models developed for indentation depth and AFM indent image. We have provided a brief description on materials and experimental test conditions. Cited publications will provide detailed information on the nanoindentation experiments [24–28]. In the main article, case study 2.2.1. is discussed in detail, while the case studies 2.2.2. and 2.2.3. have been included in Appendix A.

AI-based models for indentation depth were developed for all three case studies, while an AI-based model for AFM image was only developed for case study 2.2.1. For other case studies, available AFM image files were inadequate for developing AI-based models.

2.2.1. Cold Sprayed Aluminum-Based Bulk Metallic Glass (AL-BMG) Coating

In this work, the sample was heat-treated prior to the nanoindentation test. During nanoindentation tests, maximum applied load was set at 1000, 2000, and 4000 µN. Time to reach maximum load was fixed at 5 s for all the cases, that is 5 s for loading and 5 s for unloading. Holding time was set at 0, 5, 10, 15, 30, 60, 120, and 240 s. Data obtained after performing the nanoindentation test can be described as follows:

• Indentation depth prediction and plotting load-displacement curve: a total of 24 indentation experiments were performed and 24 text files were generated.
• Indentation image prediction using image files in HDF (.hdf) format: a total of 24 indentation experiments were performed. Out of which, AFM indentation imaging was performed in 18 of these indentation tests. Imaging was performed in both FORWARD and REVERSE direction. Thus, there were 18 HDF files for each of GF, GR, TF, and TR corresponding to each of these indents.

2.2.2. Al-5CNT Coating

A total of nine tests were performed. Maximum applied load/peak load varied from 984–5936 µN. Time to reach maximum load was 10 s, that is 10 s for loading and 10 s for unloading. In this problem, “loading rate” varied along with peak load from about 98–594 µN/s. Holding time for the indenter was fixed at 5 s for all the tests.
• Indentation depth prediction and plotting load-displacement curve: a total of nine indentation experiments were performed and nine text files were generated.

2.2.3. Spark-Plasma-Sintered Hydroxyapatite (HA) Sample
The test was performed on two different matrices where peak load was set at 2500 µN and holding time for the indenter was 3 s. Ten experiments were performed for each matrix.

• Indentation depth prediction and plotting load-displacement curve: a total of 10 indentation experiments were performed and 10 text files were generated for each matrix. Separate load-displacement curves were plotted for each matrix.

2.3. Software Development
This software was coded/developed in MATLAB 2019a [31,33]. Software development work was initially performed on a computer with Windows 10 Home operating system. System details are as follows:
• Processor (CPU): Intel® Core™ i7-4980HQ
• CPU Speed: 2.8 to 4 GHz w/Turbo Boost
• Cores: 4
• Memory: 32 GB DDR3L 1600 MHz.

2.3.1. Execution Time
In the current version, execution time is as follows for MATLAB 2019a [31,33] on a laptop computer with system specifications listed above:

Indentation Depth and Plotting Load-Displacement Curve
• Development of one artificial neural network (ANN) model: varies between 1 to 10 min (maximum).
• Prediction of depth: maximum 1 min.

AFM Indent Imaging
Imaging can be performed in FORWARD and REVERSE direction. For this software, it is advised to perform the imaging in either FORWARD or REVERSE direction or BOTH.
• Development of model for AFM indent image:
  o Maximum 30–35 min if all 4 HDF files are used, GF, GR, TF, and TR. That is when imaging was performed in both FORWARD and REVERSE direction.
  o Maximum 15–20 min (maximum) if 2 HDF files are used (GF, TF) or (GR, TR). This is for the case when imaging was performed in either only FORWARD direction or only REVERSE direction.
• Prediction of an AFM indent image:
  o Maximum 3–4 min for all 4 HDF files, GF, GR, TF, and TR.
  o Maximum 2–3 min if 2 HDF files are used (GF, TF) or (GR, TR).

2.3.2. File Name
For this software, the file name includes the value of experimental parameters like maximum applied load, holding time, loading rate, etc.
• TEXT files generated from the machine: the name of the file must include the load and holding time, like ABCD-2000-30-XX.TXT, for maximum applied load of 2000 µN, and holding time of 30 s.
• The numerical value of any other parameters can be similarly added to the file name.
This format of file name will be helpful, and the software will directly extract the parameter values or test condition values from the name of these files. This way a user will not have to put extra effort in preparing a separate sheet with test conditions for the experiments performed.

2.3.3. Software Layout

Figure 2 shows the layout of our software (GUI/APP). Detailed instructions on the software (GUI/APP) are provided in the Supplementary file and the video abstract along with this article.

3. Results

This section has been divided into two subsections:

- Indentation depth (load-displacement curve) prediction
- Prediction of indent image (AFM).

3.1. Indentation Depth (Load-Displacement Curve) Prediction

In this section, we have explained model development for indentation depth as a function of experimental test conditions. Prediction results are presented in the form of load-displacement curve for the case study mentioned in the “Materials and Methods” section.

Case study 2.2.1.: heat-treated sample of cold sprayed aluminum-based bulk metallic glass (Al-BMG (HT)) coating [26,27]: nanoindentation machine generates results corresponding to indentation depth and the data is stored in a text file (.txt format). Each text file contains data for “depth”, “load”, and “time” in adjacent columns for a combination of test parameters. In this case study, test parameters were “maximum applied load” and “holding time” for three different loading rates. For each combination of “maximum applied load” and “holding time”, a text file is generated with about a thousand values generated by the machine for “depth”, “load”, and “time” in adjacent columns for a combination of test parameters. In this case study, test parameters were “maximum applied load” and “holding time” for three different loading rates. For each combination of “maximum applied load” and “holding time”, a text file is generated with about a thousand values generated by the machine for “depth”, “load”, and “time”. We identified four input parameters to affect indentation depth (“depth” from text file) of material in this case study. These parameters are user defined “maximum applied load” and “holding time” and two parameters (“load” and “time”) from the text file generated by the machine. Loading rate was not considered as an input parameter in this case study but has been included in the other case study.

Thus, we developed an ANN model for “depth” as a function of “maximum applied load”, “holding time”, “load”, and “time”.

3.1.1. ANN Model Development in This Work

Data processing: as mentioned, each nanoindentation experiment generates results in a text (.txt) file. Each text (.txt) file contains about 1034 rows and data is recorded for “load”, “time”, and “depth”. In each of these text files, there can be additional text, blank rows, and
some rows where the sensor picked up negative “load” and “depth” data. These negative data along with blank rows and text need to be removed. Our approach automatically removes this during importing of data from the text (.txt) file.

We had 24 text files corresponding to 24 indents. Twenty-three files were used during model development for indentation “depth”. One file was kept for comparison of the load-displacement curve generated by machine and the one predicted by the ANN model for indentation “depth” (Figure 1). After preprocessing, each text file contains about 1000 rows. Thus, for 23 files we ended up with a large dataset of 23,420 rows, which is well suited for application of an artificial neural network (ANN). We used Deep Learning Toolbox™ (formerly Neural Network Toolbox™) in MATLAB [31,33] to develop the ANN model for predicting indentation “depth”. We used 70% of the data for training (16,394 samples), 15% for validation (3513 samples), and 15% for testing (3513 samples). In our current work, we started with 10 hidden neurons in the hidden layer and got optimal results for 15 hidden neurons. We chose Levenberg–Marquardt as the training algorithm [31,33]. The network was trained multiple times, so that we can observe similar or lower error in the testing set. Error values for ANN model development have been tabulated in Table 1.

Table 1. Error metrics for artificial neural network (ANN) model for indentation depth.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Set</th>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>MSE</th>
<th>R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td>16,394</td>
<td>4.52912</td>
<td>0.999321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validation</td>
<td>3513</td>
<td>4.58823</td>
<td>0.999311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing</td>
<td>3513</td>
<td>4.48478</td>
<td>0.999306</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 1, MSE stands for mean square error, which is the average of the squared differences between the outputs and targets. Lower MSE value means lower error. R stands for regression or correlation between the output from the model and the targets. An R value close to 1 means close relationship while an R value of 0 means random relationship. Figure 3 shows the comparison between the load-displacement curve obtained through the ANN model and the one plotted from data obtained from the experiments for heat-treated sample of cold sprayed aluminum-based bulk metallic glass (Al-BMG (HT)) coating. As mentioned before, we separated one file at the beginning, thus the ANN model was not trained on the data available in this text file. In Figure 2, we can observe that the ANN model is capable of catching the trends shown in the load-displacement curve for new data to which it was not exposed to while training. Error values are calculated through MATLAB software and stored along with the developed artificial neural network (ANN) model [31,33]. A user does not need to calculate these values separately.

Figure 3. Comparison: experiment vs. predicted for load of 2000 μN and holding time of 30 s for heat-treated aluminum-based bulk metallic glass (Al-BMG (HT)) coating.
3.1.2. Discussions on ANN Model

We have tested/validated our approach of model development in two ways:

- Error metrics reported in Table 1: here, 15% of the data were assigned to the testing set. Data included in the testing set were not introduced to the ANN model during its development, but the ANN model performed well on the testing set as error metrics are similar for training, validation, and testing set reported in Table 1.

- Comparison between load-displacement curves obtained from the experiment and the curve predicted by ANN model: in this case too, these data were not introduced to the ANN model during training, but the ANN model performs well as it was able to capture the trends shown by the experiments (Figure 3). (We had 24 text files out of which 1 text file was separated in the beginning for this comparison. We mentioned that 23 files were used for model development).

An experimentalist utilizes load-displacement curves for estimating mechanical properties and can visually check if they are satisfied with the test from the nature of the load-displacement curve. Thus, error metrics and load-displacement curve will be helpful for selecting a model for predicting indentation depth (load-displacement curve) in the future.

3.2. Prediction of Indent Image (AFM)

We used AFM data from the case study mentioned in “Materials and Methods” section. Case Study (2.2.1.): prediction of indent image for heat-treated sample of cold sprayed aluminum-based bulk metallic glass (Al-BMG (HT)) coating [26,27]:

The machine stores data corresponding to the system-generated image in HDF file format [32]. For GF, GR, TF, and TR, data stored in an HDF file are in form of 256×256 matrix. Thus, for each image file, we have 65,536 data points. We used data from these raw HDF files to develop AI-based models corresponding to the AFM image.

Figure 4a,b shows the AFM image obtained from the nanoindentor for heat-treated amorphous aluminum coating (BMG). Our platform can also be used for recreating the AFM image through HDF files generated by the machine. Figure 4c,d shows the image recreated by our software from the data extracted from the raw HDF files. We can observe that the system-generated images and the recreated image look similar. This motivated us to make an attempt to develop predictive models that will be helpful in predicting indent image (AFM) for new testing conditions.

![Figure 4. (a,b): System-generated image [26,27]; (c,d): recreated image from raw hierarchical data format (HDF) files generated by the system for maximum applicable load of 2000 µN and 30 s holding time.](image-url)
3.2.1. Model Development for AFM Image

As mentioned, 24 nanoindentation experiments were performed, out of which imaging was performed in 18 of these tests. We had 18 sets of files (4 HDF files in each set) corresponding to each of these tests. A total of 17 sets of files (4 HDF files each) were used during model development, and 1 set of files (4 HDF) was kept for comparison. We identified two input parameters that affect material deformation studied through indent image (AFM) for this case study. These parameters are user defined “maximum applied load” and “holding time”.

Thus, we developed a model for “AFM indent image” as a function of “maximum applied load” and “holding time” using data stored in the AFM imaging files in HDF (.hdf) format.

Model development takes about 15–40 min, while prediction of image takes about 2–4 min. Figure 5 shows the comparison between the images obtained from the machine (Figure 5a,b), and that predicted by our approach (Figure 5c,d) for a case for which data were not introduced to the model.

![Figure 5. (a,b): System-generated image [26,27]; (c,d): predicted image (current work) for maximum applicable load of 2000 µN and 30 s holding time.](image)

From Figure 5, we can observe that the predicted indent looks similar to the indent generated from the machine. From the indentation depth model, we already have the predicted load-displacement curve. Thus, the image of our predicted indent can prove to be useful as it captures the morphology of the indent observed from the experiments.

Figure 6 shows the 3D topographical image of the indent predicted through our software for maximum applied load of 2000 µN and 30 s holding time.

![Figure 6. Predicted topographical image of indent for load 2000 µN, holding time 30 s.](image)
3.2.2. Testing an AFM Image Model for New Test Condition

We defined new test conditions: maximum applied load and holding time, for testing our model for the indent image (AFM). Figure 7 shows the predicted images (AFM) for new test conditions. We can observe that visually the indents are smaller for image in Figure 7a when compared to Figure 7b. In Figure 7a, load was 1730 \( \mu N \) and time was 140 s, while in Figure 7b, load was 3900 \( \mu N \), and time was 230 s. From our experience, we can confirm that larger load and long holding time will result in larger indents.

![Figure 7. Predicted 2D (forward and reverse) and 3D topographic image for new test parameters from the table provided by the user (a) Sl. No. 7: load: 1730 \( \mu N \), time: 140, and (b) Sl. No. 17: load: 3900 \( \mu N \), time: 230 s.](image)

As we mentioned before, predicting indent image takes time, about 2–4 min for each new set of test parameters. Thus, we prepared an “Excel sheet” with a set of 20 new test parameters: maximum applied load and Holding time. Once models are developed, this software can be used to predict AFM indent images. A user needs to place this Excel sheet in the same folder and the software will predict the AFM indent images. Thus, “SL.No.” in Figure 7a,b corresponds to the combination of new test parameters in the Excel sheet provided by the user. This way, a user can develop models for AFM indent image in 15–35 min, and then leave the software running in case they want to analyze a large number of AFM indent images for new test conditions.

In Figure 7, we can observe that the predicted AFM image looks realistic for new test parameters defined by the user. Our approach provides flexibility to the user in analyzing the AFM image in the form of 2D indent image and 3D indent profile of an indent for a large number of new test conditions (or parameters) based on a few experimental AFM images.

4. Discussion

This is a novel work for developing AI-based predictive models which can be used as a predictive tool for simulating experimental outcomes for new test parameters. AI-based model predictions are presented in the form of load-displacement curve and AFM indent image.

4.1. AI-Based Models for Indentation Depth

The main objective of this work is to minimize the number of experiments required for characterizing a coating/material through nanoindentation. Thus, this work is different when compared with AI-based articles on nanoindentation [16–19] as these articles are focused on determining nanomechanical properties from nanoindentation data.

In this work (Case Study (2.2.2.) in Appendix A), we have demonstrated that even a set of nine experiments is sufficient for developing AI-based models for “indentation depth” and subsequently generating load-displacement curve.

Experimental design and its effect on required number of experiments can be summarized as follows:
Case study 2.2.1. Cold sprayed aluminum-based bulk metallic glass (Al-BMG) coating [26,27]:
- MSE ~4.5 and correlation (R-value) ~0.9999.
- Nice fitting
- In this case, “maximum applied load” and “holding time” were used as model parameters. There were three different “maximum applied loads” and eight different “holding times”. The randomness of experimental parameters is average when compared with other case studies. Thus, fitting is nice, but average, when compared with other case studies.
- Fitting is acceptable. Though MSE can be reduced by re-training the model with the same model parameters or using a different set of parameters, number of neurons in the hidden layer, training, validation, and testing set size also affect the model accuracy and can be changed.

Case study 2.2.2. Al-5CNT coating [24,25] in Appendix A:
- MSE ~1.0 and correlation (R-value) ~0.9999.
- Best fitting among the three case studies.
- In this case, “maximum applied load” and “loading rate” were used as model parameters. There were nine different “maximum applied loads” and nine different “loading rates”. The randomness of experimental parameters is best when compared with other case studies. Thus, fitting is best when compared with other case studies.
- Fitting is acceptable. Retraining the model is not needed as error values are quite low. MSE can be reduced and a value of zero means “no error”. Since ANN models are prone to “overfitting”, one must avoid trying to reach a value of zero for MSE.

Case study 2.2.3. Spark-plasma-sintered hydroxyapatite (HA) sample [28] in Appendix A:
- MSE ~10.0 and correlation (R-value) ~0.995.
- Comparatively bad fitting when compared among the three case studies.
- In this case, “maximum applied load” and “loading rate” are identical in all the cases. There is no randomness for these two model parameters. Thus, fitting is comparatively bad, when compared with other case studies. Fitting is acceptable as we are dealing with a noisy data set. There is scope of improvement in fitting and can be done by working on reducing MSE. However, the problem is lack of randomness of two of the experimental test parameters. Due to lack of randomness of experimental parameter, combined with noisy nature of the dataset, there will not be any significant improvement in the fitting. For this type of dataset, “overfitting” is a major concern.

In case study 2.2.2., the least number of experiments were performed, while error metrics for the AI-based model developed for case study 2.2.2. are comparatively better than the error metrics for the AI-based models developed for other case studies. For developing AI-based models, it is important that design space is uniformly distributed. A large number of support points are helpful in developing more accurate models. In case study 2.2.2., there are nine different values of “loading rate” and “maximum applied load”. Model parameters are more random when compared with other case studies. Thus, best fitting is demonstrated by AI-based model for case study 2.2.2. as experimental parameters are well distributed (random) and best suited for the development of AI-based models.

Through this platform, a user can simulate large number of virtual nanoindentation tests. Once they are satisfied with the nature of experimental and simulated load-displacement curve, they can move ahead towards estimating nanomechanical properties from the load-displacement curves. In the future, we plan to include estimating nanomechanical properties in this software/GUI.
4.2. AI-Based Models for AFM Indent Image

Regarding AFM image prediction from raw HDF (.hdf) data, this is one of the first works of its kind and we have not found any article to compare it with our current work. AFM image has been analyzed through data-driven techniques [20,22], but through our approach, we can predict an AFM image for new experimental parameters which has not been reported in any prior work. In this work, we have demonstrated that we can develop AI-based models for AFM image from HDF (.hdf) files generated by the machine. Through our platform, a user can view the indents in 2D and 3D. Additionally, they can also predict AFM image for new test parameters, and all this has been done using data from just 18 sets of AFM images in case study (2.2.1.).

AI-based models for other case studies were not shown due to inadequate number of AFM files in HDF format. As mentioned in Sections 1 and 2, AFM imaging is not always performed.

For developing AI-based models for AFM image prediction, we recommend performing scanning through AFM in a well-planned manner, that is, performing AFM imaging for all the indents in either FORWARD or REVERSE direction, or both directions as described in Section 2. A few well-planned experiments will be helpful in developing accurate AI-based models for AFM image like in case study 2.2.1.

5. Conclusions

After performing a nanoindentation experiment, an experimentalist obtains a load-displacement curve and an AFM indent image while corresponding data are stored in files in text (.txt) and HDF (.hdf) format. Mechanical properties of a material are estimated through load-displacement curve, while material deformation is visualized through AFM image.

In the present work, we developed a computational platform/software for virtual simulation of nanoindentation experiment for new test conditions. Simulated/predicted test results are in the form of indentation depth/load-displacement curve and AFM indent image. Key points are as follows:

1. Predictive models were developed by application of concepts of artificial intelligence on raw data files generated by the nanoindentation machine (data are in .txt and .hdf format).
2. We have successfully tested our approach on three different coatings/materials. Predicted results have been presented in the form of a load-displacement curve and AFM indent image. Predicted results are in good agreement with the experimental findings.
3. In this work, we used data from 9, 10, and 24 indentation experiments. Properly planned, nine experiments can be used for analyzing nanomechanical properties of a material like Case study 2.2.2.: carbon nanotube reinforced aluminum composite (Al-5CNT) coating. Properly planned here means randomized experimental test conditions like “maximum applied load”, “holding time”, and “loading rate”. The more randomized the values of these test conditions, the better the prediction capability of the model.
4. Model development for indentation depth and AFM image is less than an hour. Model execution time for indentation depth in less than a minute, while for AFM image, it varies between 2–4 min. Thus, a user can develop AI-based models and perform a few simulations within an hour.
5. This work can be helpful for experimentalists in significantly reducing the number of experiments performed by them while characterizing a coating/material through nanoindentation.
6. With respect to predicting AFM image, this is a first work of its kind. Researchers have analyzed AFM images and correlated it with experiments [20,22], but this is the first work where a user can predict an AFM image as a function of experimental test parameters.
7. We can easily adapt our platform for incorporating additional test conditions/parameters.
8. If a user names the files as per our instructions, a user just needs to place all the files in a folder and can try our “DEFAULT” option. This makes our method extremely simple for experienced experimentalists who do not need or want to invest time in understanding artificial intelligence algorithms. This software (GUI/APP) can be used as a screening tool prior to performing experiments. We have added options for users with AI expertise too.

9. All of this work was performed on a laptop. Thus, a user can use their current computer/laptop for this work.

This software (GUI/APP) can be installed under “My Apps” and can be used as a MATLAB toolbox for MATLAB users on any operating system. We have also prepared a standalone software for Windows operating system for users without a MATLAB license. They can use our standalone software for free after installing the MATLAB Runtime, which is also free.

5.1. Recommendations/Suggestions

AFM imaging: For using this platform, a user needs to arrange an adequate number of files. In particular, there must be some randomness in experimental test conditions. For AFM imaging, we are dealing with a large amount of data extracted from image files in HDF format. We have demonstrated that 18 sets of experiments were adequate for case study 2.2.1. A user must perform AFM imaging in a well-planned manner. For accurate prediction of an AFM image, a user must use both “gradient” and “topography” profile of an indent. AFM imaging must be performed in either “FORWARD” or “REVERSE” direction or both.

For load-displacement curve prediction, this platform can be used for testing other types of materials. We have demonstrated performance of our platform on three different types of materials, thus a user can use this platform in their own work. The randomness of experimental test parameters can be helpful in developing accurate models using data from a limited number of nanoindentation test (for example case study 2.2.2).

Thus, the randomness of experimental test parameters is extremely important for minimizing the number of experiments required for characterizing a material.

5.2. Future Work

In the future, we will work on developing a module for estimation of mechanical properties like hardness, Young’s modulus, strain-rate sensitivity, and activation volume.

6. Patents

We are currently working on patenting our software and are also in direct communication with a company interested in it.

Supplementary Materials: Supplementary file and video abstract contains instructions on using this software. The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/2079-6412/11/3/299/s1.
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Appendix A

Case Study (2.2.2.) Prediction of indentation “depth” for carbon nanotube reinforced aluminum composite (Al-5CNT) coating [24,25]

For carbon nanotube reinforced aluminum composite (Al-5CNT) coating, holding time was fixed at 5 s for all experiments. In this case study, maximum applied load was varied. Loading rate was also varied for each value of maximum applied load.

We identified four input parameters to affect indentation depth (“depth” from text file) of material in this case study. These parameters are user defined “maximum applied load” and “loading rate” and two parameters (“load” and “time”) from the text file generated by the machine.

Thus, we developed an ANN model for “depth” as a function of “maximum applied load”, “loading rate”, “load”, and “time”.

There were nine text files corresponding to nine indentation experiments. We used eight of these files during model development for indentation “depth”. One text file was kept for comparing the nature of the load-displacement curve generated by the machine and the one generated by the ANN model for indentation “depth”. Figure A1 shows the comparison of these load-displacement curves, one generated from the experiments (text file) and one generated through ANN model for indentation “depth”.

![Figure A1](image-url)

**Figure A1.** Comparison: experiment vs. predicted for maximum load of 2835 µN, loading rate of 283 µN/s, and holding time of 5 s for carbon nanotube reinforced aluminum composite (Al-5CNT) coating.

Case Study (2.2.3.): Prediction of indentation “depth” for spark-plasma-sintered hydroxyapatite (HA) sample [28].

In this case, 10 nanoindentation tests were performed on 2 different matrices. In each of these cases, “maximum applied load” and “holding time” were fixed.

We developed an ANN model for “depth” as a function of “maximum applied load”, “holding time”, “load”, and “time”.

We had 10 text files corresponding to 10 indents for each matrix. Nine files were used during model development, and one file was kept for comparison for each of these matrices. Figures A2 and A3 show the load-displacement curve comparison between experiments and ANN model for coatings obtained through spark-plasma-sintered hydroxyapatite (HA).

In this case study, the dataset was very noisy as can be seen in Figures A2 and A3. ANN models for indentation depth are able to capture the trend of the load-displacement curve. There is some error mainly because test parameters are constant in all the cases. Thus, a user must use data where experimental test conditions vary and avoid using lots of constant values.
Figure A2. Comparison: experiment vs. predicted for load of 2500 µN and holding time of 3 s for spark-plasma-sintered hydroxyapatite (SPS-HA) for Matrix-1.

Figure A3. Comparison: experiment vs. predicted for load of 2500 µN and holding time of 3 s for SPS-HA for Matrix-2.

An experimentalist checks the nature of the generated curve prior to considering an indentation experiment for further study materials response or estimate mechanical properties. Thus, our approach will be helpful for screening of user defined load and time variation for any specific maximum applicable load, holding time, and loading rate.
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